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Spaxton Spring Flower Show
This year the show will be on April 2nd and it is that time when the village
hall becomes full of the scent of spring with daffodils, spring flowers and
flowering shrubs all telling us that it is the start of a new gardening year.
The schedule for the show is attached to this copy of the community
news and there are a number of changes to the classes including for the
first time five vegetable classes. These are for vegetables to be found at
this time of the year such as sprouting Broccoli and leeks. We hope that
this will encourage some of you who do not enter the flower classes but do grow vegetables to have
a go. It is hoped that a copy of the summer Village Show (to be held on 6th August) schedule will be
available at the Spring Flower Show and this will be the opportunity for people to buy their potato
for what has become an exciting class in the summer show namely ‘The largest weight of container
grown potatoes’.
As always there are a good range of classes in the adult sections and we would like to encourage you
to enter. This year in the Arts and Crafts section there is a class to design a poster for the summer
show and I am sure that there is some artistic/design talent within the community – do have a go!.
There is a good selection of children’s classes and each year we look forward to admiring their
creative skills.
An excellent raffle and delicious tea and cake make it an afternoon not to be missed. We look
forward to seeing you there.
Nick Rigden (Chair)
*********************

SPAXTON PARISH COUNCIL NEXT MEETING DATES
FEBRUARY 29TH at 7.30pm

MARCH 21ST at 7.30pm

AND

Why not pop along?
***********************

There are 20 seats reserved for
locals who do not have computers
and rely on SCN for news about local
events.
BOOK NOW!

